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Introduction
You'll always remember your first time, and the girls at My First Butt Sex are never going to forget
losing their anal virginity. These sexy Euro amateurs do make the most delicious noises when they
realize what their partner has in mind, and it adds to the overall hotness of the scene. 

Adult Review
My First Butt Sex doesn't just take you into the world of anal action, they're letting you get to see what happens when these
Euro hotties try it out for their first time. These ladies will certainly get hooked on every last bit of butt fucking once they've
gotten a taste, and it's presented in fine fashion at My First Butt Sex.
  
  You get 38 episodes with a new update every week. The anal sex action is presented in a reality porn style, and you get to
see all sorts of women making their way through his doors. The episodes have a video and photo set each. The videos open
up in a pop up box, and are all streaming Flash videos. These have the advantage of you not having to bother with
downloading, so you can start watching right away. The streams are offered in two different bitrates, 700 kbps and 1.5 mbps.
The quality is good, and the videos tend to run over 20 minutes per each. 
  
  The photo galleries are well worth looking at as well. They have 80 pictures per set, and you get to choose between two
different sizes. You can go for the smaller 900x600, or go for a nice high quality 1000x1500. Even if you aren't a photo fan,
you'll find yourself enjoying these. The slideshows allow you to go through hands free, or the typical gallery view. 
  
  My First Butt Sex takes you on a great anal adventure featuring a variety of Euro amateurs, and the weekly updates will give
you plenty to watch. The streaming videos are good quality, and the photo sets are very well done also.

Porn Summary
My First Butt Sex makes sure to provide a user friendly layout, plenty of episodes, and a weekly update to make everyone
happy. If you're in the mood for Euro babes taking it up the ass, this is a top choice for you.
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